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To Colorado for the Grouse-fest!
Imagine a US state that is bigger than the whole of the UK but has only 5
million people living within it. It includes most of the Southern Rocky Mountains as well as large sections of the Colorado Plateau and the Great
Plains. Measuring 380 miles (west to east) by 280 miles (north to south),
Colorado is home to four national parks, 11 national forests, 8 national wildlife refuges, 44 state parks and 307 state wildlife areas. It is a birder’s paradise – but especially in late winter.
I had been to Colorado before, in June, and needless to say I did not see a
single grouse or Prairie Chicken. These birds avoid humans at all times,
and most of them are also fairly well camouflaged, so your chances of finding one during the nesting season is highly unlikely. But like all birds, these
species need to attract mates and in order to do so they gather on lekking
grounds.

Most of us are familiar with the Black Grouse leks that can be found in upland areas of Britain, and in the same way these North American species
display at first light for several weeks each year. Most of these lekking areas have been in use for many years, and so it can be easy to ask local people or birders where the best viewing areas are. But these species are relatively uncommon and a number of the leks are well away from public roads
– so you really need to research your trip carefully or book with a tour operator.
My journey started in the state capital Denver, but the grouse and prairie
chicken sites are scattered all around the edges of Colorado, so you will
need to travel to all four corners to see everything. In my case I chose a
clockwise route, firstly making my way to the small town of Wray in the
north-east. Having settled in to my local B&B I joined other birders that
evening at the local museum to attend a compulsory pre-briefing by local
wildlife officials who organise trips to see the local speciality – the Greater
Prairie Chicken. This preparation is a good idea, because apart from telling
you about exactly what will happen on your tour, they also explain the birds’
lifestyle and show films of the lekking displays.
The Greater Prairie Chicken is listed as Vulnerable due to its dwindling
numbers. Although it is widely distributed across a number of other states,
each local population is relatively small and maintaining a varied gene pool
is important for the birds’ long-term survival. Indeed, conservationists have
suggested swapping around eggs in different nests to increase the range of
genes. From late March the birds gather each morning at their leks well
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before sunrise, which means that to see them you have to be there even earlier! At Wray the local authorities have converted a cattle trailer into a hide
which will hold about twenty people.
Below left: Greater Praire Chicken
Below right: Greater Sage Grouse

Having been transported across the
prairie in a school bus, we transferred
to the trailer in darkness and sat frozen
inside it for fifteen minutes. To add to
the excitement, the whole region had
been on emergency standby due to a
tornado warning and the trailer was being pelted by icy rain which was going
to hit us in the face as soon as the hide windows were opened. It was very
cold, but within a few minutes we had a group of male Greater Prairie Chickens standing around about forty feet in front of us. These males have elongated feathers on both sides of the neck which are erected during courtship
and they also have orange eye-combs and golden yellow air sacs that they
inflate.
They were calling to each other with their rhythmic booming and sneezing
calls. However, after a short while things became rather subdued and I wondered if they were fed up with the cold weather. But as our guide explained,
the birds were fed up because there were no females present. The females
are key to every display lek. Suddenly a couple of females arrived and it all
kicked off! The males were bowing to the females and then chasing each
other as they tried to assert their dominance. They performed an elaborate
series of postures and manoeuvres, fanning their tail feathers, stamping their
feet and exposing their white under tail coverts and making short forward and
backward runs, sometimes jumping into the air.
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In total there were about twelve birds present and once the females departed everything became quiet again. Each female leaves the lek to return to
her nest, and usually each will lay an egg every day or two until the clutch is
full with about fifteen eggs. The females often mate with the most dominant
male, but not always, so a clutch of eggs will possibly have been fertilised
by several males. Once the females have departed the show is over and so
our group headed to a nearby ranch for a very enjoyable cooked breakfast
with the local cowboys!
My next destination was about a four-hour drive south to the even smaller
town of Holly – close to the border with Kansas. This is now the only location in Colorado where you can see the smaller Lesser Prairie Chicken. This
species is very similar to the previous species and is paler, less heavily
barred below and the air sacs are more orange-red than yellow. Once again
you need to book in advance to have any chance of visiting the display lek.
Tours are led on just a few dates each April by former rodeo star, Fred
Dorenkamp.
Sadly, numbers of Lesser Prairie Chickens in Colorado are now down to
around 40 individuals, and looking ahead the future seems to be bleak for
them. Yet again this is a species that is categorised as Vulnerable as it is
also faced with problems of a limited gene pool while numbers have been
reduced by habitat loss from local overgrazing and the invasion of steppe
by woody vegetation. Pesticide and herbicide use has also caused problems with mortality. There have been attempts to reintroduce birds to former
haunts but these have failed to succeed.
Fred also arrived in a yellow school bus and collected me over an hour before sunrise, and instead of transferring to a hide he used the bus as a hide.
The birds were more distant at about 100 feet, but once again they danced
and jumped around.
Afterwards the breakfast was dished up at Fred and his wife Norma’s Arena
Dust headquarters, complete with sawdust on the floor and wooden beams.
On the way we passed a lovely Great Horned Owl chick just sitting on a
post by the roadside. It was completely un-phased by our presence!
Once again I hit the road and spent a day travelling west towards the city of
Pueblo, and then onwards to the town of Gunnison the following day. Apart
from enjoying good birding along the way I had another early morning appointment – this time with the Gunnison Sage Grouse.
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This bird is larger than the Prairie Chickens, but is a lot smaller than its close
relative the Sage Grouse – from which it evolved as a separate species. The
plumage is greyish-brown, with black central under parts. The tail on the male
is long, with stiff pointed feathers with prominent yellowish-white bars. This
species is classified as Endangered – just one stage below the Critical level
that is applied to the very rarest of birds. It has a very small and severely fragmented range, with a total population estimated at about 1700 individuals, and
definitely declining. The biggest challenge that it suffers from is habitat degradation and fragmentation. Added to this problem is the fact that gas reserves
have been discovered in a number of areas close to where it lives and so its
future is looking bleak.
Below left: Black Canyon of the Gunnison
Below right: Dusky Grouse

About ten miles east of Gunnison I arrived at a lay-by in
complete darkness to be in position in time to watch the birds
displaying. So this time my car
was the hide and a telescope
was essential to see anything. It was some time before I spotted several
males puffing up their chests and shaking their heads back and forth in their
display to several females. To be honest it was rather disappointing to see the
action at a distance of maybe half a mile, but local conservationists strictly
control access to the area and of course they are right to do that. The birds
are reliant on sagebrush steppe. The lekking season runs for a longer period,
from March to May.
Heading further west my next destination was outstandingly beautiful – the
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Black Canyon of the Gunnison National Park. Basing myself at the town
of Montrose I was able to visit this National Park twice, and undoubtedly it
is worth giving yourself extra time to enjoy the scenery and the birds. For
grouse-seekers the bird to look for here is the Dusky Grouse. This is another species that ornithologists have created by splitting it away from the
commoner Blue Grouse. This bird has fantastic camouflage for hiding in
the bush. The male is greyish and during courtship he displays purple air
sacs. The female is a mottled brown mainly.

According to other birders the best technique to find the grouse is to slowly and methodically drive along the main park circuit near to the camp
ground and visitor centre. “They can be really tame!” said my friend Mike
Watson who had led a tour there just two weeks earlier.
After several tours of the camp site photographing handsome Clark’s Nutcrackers, I called in at the visitor centre to seek shelter from the late winter cold. I mentioned the quest for the Dusky Grouse to one of the park
staff. “Oh, they can be really tame!” said the helpful staff member. “So
when did you last see one?” I asked. “Maybe last week”, she said – probably noticing my hopes sinking as I had just two days here. Just at that
point another staff member entered and announced “Hey I’ve just had a
great view of a female Dusky Grouse on the track outside”. She kindly
took me to the exact spot where the bird had been standing just two
minutes earlier. But it was not there any more. I was cursing myself for
wasting time trying to warm up when there had been a Dusky Grouse just
100 feet away. It’s at times like this when you mind can go one of two
ways. You can give up and hope that another bird will show later on, or
you can persevere. These grouse do not run around, so even if it had set
off on a mission it would still be within 100 feet of me. I carefully and
slowly walked up and down the trail and stared carefully into the bushes.
Indeed, the bird had just settled down – perhaps to make a nest – so I
carefully took a couple of photographs and left.
Colorado is a big state and I hate to drive past good birding areas without
stopping, so I broke my journey at Glenwood Springs. This town is based
on the source of naturally heated thermal springs and offers many great
spa opportunities including an impressive outdoor pool where the water
has to be cooled in order to avoid hurting the bathers! After a quick dip in
the pool I was back on the road and heading to the town of Steamboat
Springs which is close to the lekking grounds of the Sharp-tailed Grouse.
This is a very widespread species across much of central and northern
USA and Canada. As its name suggests this bird has a long pointed tail
with a central pair of feathers extending way beyond all of the others. It
has pure white under tail coverts, a small crest and rather inconspicuous
yellow eye-combs. The air sacs on the male are purple.
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Below left: Sharp-tailed Grouse
Below right: Black Rosy Finch

The following morning saw me in
position watching their lek from
my car on a nearby public road.
Just four male birds appeared
and made a brief attempt at displaying. Given the absence of an
appreciative female audience
they soon got bored with bowing
to each other and just sat around
doing nothing. Had there been a female to excite them they would have
made a loud cork-popping sound while jumping into the air. The largest
adult males hold central courts within the lekking ground, while smaller
and juvenile birds hold positions around the edge. Comparisons to behaviour at a school disco have been made!
Turning east towards Walden I was now beginning to head back eastwards in the direction of Denver where my trip would end, but before then I
still had to find two more grouse species. There are several Sage Grouse
leks and some can be seen from public roads. In one case the lek is right
by the road and there is a degree of risk that visiting birders will cause disturbance to the birds. particularly if engines are started before the birds
have naturally dispersed after displaying. Instead I chose to join a tour put
on by the local people of Walden. A pre-dinner briefing the night before
gave a great insight into the Sage Grouse world. The next morning, I met
the local guides an hour before sunrise and again I was taken to a cattle
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trailer cum bird hide. It had snowed overnight and the sight of around forty
male Sage Grouse displaying to each other just fifty feet in front of me is
something I will never forget.
Thankfully a couple of females put in an appearance to ensure that the
males focussed on displaying. Males have very large air sacs on their chest
which they bounce with great force to produce a deep “boing” sound which
can be heard from over a mile away.

Continuing eastwards on my way to the town of Silverthorne I passed the
Moose Visitor Centre just 20 miles out of Walden. There are bird feeders at
the back of centre, and apart from hundreds of House Finches, Cassin’s
Finches and the local form of the Dark-eyed Junco, there were a number of
Brown-capped Rosy-finches. These smart birds are winter visitors to garden
feeders and among them were two of the much rarer Black Rosy-finch.
So after ten days I had seen my grouse targets and around 150 other species of birds. Colorado had exceeded my expectations in every way, and
unlike some places where birds are plentiful, there are many other things to
do apart from birding, so if you follow my path give yourself a full two weeks
and take your time. For the best grouse-viewing, plan to visit in the first three
weeks of April. Good luck!
For most people the quickest way to Colorado from the UK is by direct flight
with British Airways from Heathrow to Denver. Another option is with Icelandair from Heathrow (via Reykjavik with a possible stop-over if you wish).
For information about Colorado visit http://www.colorado.com/

For information on birding sites visit http://coloradobirdingtrail.com/ and
http://coloradocountybirding.org/
To check on the latest sightings, visit http://ebird.org/content/ebird/

Keith Betton (with the pictures by Mike Watson except for Gunnison
Canyon and Dusky Grouse by Keith Betton)
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HOS Grants
HOS is using some of its financial reserves to support conservation projects. It is anticipated that approximately £6,000 will be made available
each year for this purpose (subject to on-going review).
Recently we funded 7 new rafts at Blashford Lakes for Common Terns
which were immediately taken up by the birds – see picture below by Martin Bennett.
HOS would like to invite individuals or organisations to apply for full or partial funding for projects that will research or conserve birds and/or their
habitats in Hampshire.
Applications for grants of £250 or less can be made at any time of year and
will be considered at the next Scientific Sub-Committee Meeting, usually
held in January, May and September each year.
Applications for amounts over £250 will be considered annually, at the
September meeting of the Scientific Sub-Committee. These applications
will need to be received by 31 July so that they can be evaluated by the
Scientific Sub-Committee, allowing time to request further information or
seek external advice as required.
The Application Form can be downloaded, along with the accompanying
Guidance Notes from the HOS website.
For further information email Jodie Southgate, Secretary of the HOS Scientific Sub-Committee at hos-sci-secretary@hotmail.com.

Regards, Keith Betton
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BOOK REVIEW 1
Britain’s Birds: An Identification Guide to the Birds of Britain and Ireland
by Rob Hume, Robert Still, Andy Swash, Hugh Harrop and David Tipling
WILDGuides/Princeton University Press. 2016. 560 pages, over 3200 colour photos, colour distribution maps. Softback. £19.95.
Wow! How field guides have changed – even just in the last ten years! There are
some people who prefer to see drawings or paintings of birds, but I have always
chosen to look at photographs first. For me, there is nothing better than a good
photograph to convey the texture of each bird’s plumage.
This new guide gives comprehensive photographic coverage of every bird recorded in Britain and Ireland to date. Not only are the species there, but so too are
many races – so for example, Siberian Stonechat is shown with images of three
different races. So the team has tried hard to be really up to date.
Using photo-montage techniques, this is the only British guide to show all plumages likely to be encountered, and to achieve this it uses over 3,200 colour photographs from around 100 photographers. The book focuses on using simple steps
to help you find and identify any bird you see – for the accipiters there is a great
page showing Sparrowhawk and Goshawk in flight at the same scale, with 12 images in total. When you then turn to the actual pages for these species there are 8
and 6 additional photographs.
The text is fairly short but easy to follow, with the key field marks shown in bold.
Male, female and juvenile plumages are described, but they are a bit too succinct
in places. For example, a juvenile Sparrowhawk is described simply as “rustybrown”. I was particularly pleased at the relatively large number of flight shots
used. The voice is also described except for vagrants. Various codes indicate the
latest BirdLife status of each species and also those that are Red or Amber listed
in the UK. Colour maps indicate distribution in Britain and Ireland, and these are
mostly very good, although at this size it is hard to be really accurate. Corn
Buntings are shown breeding on the Isle of Wight (they left in 2003) and Montagu’s
Harriers are not shown for Wiltshire (they breed every year). Migration routes are
suggested for many species.
So is it the best photographic guide to buy? In my view it is the best in terms of
coverage, but unfortunately some identification errors have made it past the proofing stage. With so many images it is almost impossible to be 100% perfect. No
doubt these will be corrected in a later reprint – and most of them are of birds you
probably won’t see very often. The book to compare with is The Crossley ID Guide
– Britain & Ireland (also published by Princeton). I certainly prefer the labelling in
this new book – everything is clearly marked. The Crossley ID Guide is a bit more
pleasing on the eye but it only covers 300 species (compared to almost 600 in the
new guide). This book weighs 1.2 kg which is a quite a lot for one with a relatively
small page size.
Overall this is a great book. Each page is full of images and packed with useful
tips. It is hard to open a page and not find something that you’ll find useful.

Keith Betton
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BOOK REVIEW 2
NEW FOREST WALKS (a seasonal wildlife guide) has been compiled by Andrew
Walmsley
Andrew Walmsley has been a HOS member for 30 years or so, and was Chairman of
the Membership Sub-committee, Walks Organiser and a walk leader too.
Andrew's years of accumulated knowledge and experience of the New Forest exude
from every one of the 230 pages of this masterpiece.
The book is packed out with everything you need to know about the New Forest. It
goes through each month of the year, giving wonderful details of the flora and fauna including birds, mammals, dragonflies, butterflies, flowers and fungi you are likely to
observe in each particular month.
The dimensions of this paperback are 15x21 cm which means it will fit neatly into most
jacket pockets.
There are twelve well-defined maps showing suitable walks of various distances
through all the main habitats, wonderful photographs throughout, and a 'do's and
don'ts' section on how to conduct yourself when visiting the New Forest.
Whether you are visiting or if you actually live in the New Forest, this is a must have
book.
I would thoroughly recommend it for walkers, birdwatchers and all with an interest in
the wildlife of the area - it would make a great gift for anyone with an interest in the
New Forest.

Martin Bennett

Right:
Stonechat
Stockbridge
7.8.16
Dave Levy
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Birdwatching Along the Camino
The Camino is an ancient Pilgrimage path that leads to Santiago de Compostella in the north western corner of Spain. There are many routes but the
main Way is walked between the Pyrenees and Galicia through the plains
and mountains. Fifty years ago the number of people reaching the shrine of
St James had dwindled to fewer than thirty. Now over a quarter of a million
make the journey each year.

In March 2016 thanks to an extended break from work I was able to spend
25 days walking the Camino beginning at Burgos. It proved to be an unexpected birdwatching delight. The number and variety of birds was far greater
than I had expected. As you spend hours each day walking through superb
countryside there are abundant opportunities to stop and seek out the
source of an unusual song or a flash of wings. Most pilgrims aim to walk
about 15 to 20 miles a day. The aim is to carry less than ten kilograms in
your pack. This obviously restricts the kit that can be carried. I decided not to
take binoculars, which reduced the chance to pick up the more elusive individuals, but the total list still came to around 100 species.
On our first day we set out into a snowy countryside that soon opened onto
the vast spaces of the rocky plateau of the Meseta. The weather brought a
Golden Eagle down to cross the path that was lined by walls with innumerable wheezing Corn Buntings. The stony countryside was full of Black Redstart, Skylark, Stonechat and Raven. Next morning a Merlin buzzed across
the path as we climbed up onto the high plain again.
Spring days brought a mix of wintering thrushes and the first summer migrants. White Storks were busy rebuilding nests on just about every church
tower and then out in the morning ahead of us in to the fields to search for
food. Streams were bordered by high numbers of small warblers with Cetti's
the noisiest and Zitting Cisticola flitting along before us. On one canal a
small group of Black Storks flew north. There were Marsh and Hen Harrier
quartering the fields along with both Red and Black Kite to watch.
Walking the well signposted Way is a very communal experience with
groups of friends forming from strangers as the miles are shared. Accommodation in hostels is very inexpensive with food wonderfully varied and plentiful. Evenings are usually spent with a glass of red wine that is often locally
produced.
The farmland that follows the Meseta is filled with buntings; Rock, Reed and
Cirl, Brambling and Yellowhammer. Fieldfare and Partridges were out in the
fields and one Little Ringed Plover flew up from a stony patch in a field beside the road. An Iberian Grey Shrike hunted beside a resting place and in
the distance in a fold in the field was a group of Great Bustards.
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There were surprising finds of Black Winged Stilt in a muddy pool by a stables
and a brief view of a Great Spotted Cuckoo near a stream. Siskin danced
ahead of us and Serin sang as we sheltered in trees for a rest. Then it was up
and into the mountains that loomed along the horizon and finally came to meet
us. The path led up through heather that was topped by Dartford Warbler. Alpine Chough swirled above the snow capped skyline. We walked through a
blizzard with snow six inches deep but made it through to the rocky valleys
where Crag Martins waited and Dipper patrolled the river edges. Finally we
were in Galicia with its pocket stone walled fields. Red-billed Chough and
Spotless Starling sat on the telegraph poles and Hoopoe called from the
patches of woodland.
The Camino is above all a spiritual journey. There is fantastic support from the
local population and the scenery is truly stunning. Villages, towns and cities all
have their own charm and beauty. Limbs will be weary, feet will be sore but
there is something that lifts the soul. It is a great adventure to step out along
the Way and the birds that await will make it even more special.

Neil Smart
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The Expansion of Mankind
No, this title doesn’t have anything to do with my expanding waistline or the
fact that as a species we are clinically obese! I wanted to write an article on
the realisation that things we are very much used to seeing are suddenly
disappearing fast! I suggest the next time you are out bird watching stop and
look around at what’s going on in and around your vicinity.
What prompted this article is the NEWS counts, which for those who don’t
know, it is an additional bolt-on count to WeBS, based around the estuarine
areas normally not counted on WeBS day.
I selected Gunner Point, Hayling Island as my area, purely on the fact that I
reasoned there should not be any shortage of birds; I based this assumption
on what I had seen there in the past.
What greeted me on each count day was humanity in force, dog walkers,
strollers, wind surfers, kayakers, jet skiers, canoeists, model aircraft and Old
Tom Cobley and all. In fact people outnumbered birds 4:1.
To be honest I really should not have been that shocked, as on WeBS day at
Black Point I usually have some degree of disturbance. It’s not just these two
points that are affected, standing on the beach at East Head; I was engulfed
in what must have been a greyhound and whippet convention. I can best
describe it as what the German machine gunners saw on the 1st July of the
Battle of the Somme, the massed ranks of the British 4th Army slowly walking
towards them.
I’m not in a position to bemoan the fact that it’s extremely pleasant to be able
to stroll along a sandy beach, it’s cheap too at £2:00 to park all day! Plus you
can empty the dog while taking in the sea breeze. But East Head is a Nature
Reserve, the Brent Geese were continually put to flight by dogs and paper
kites, there were no waders on the beach, and few pipits or larks in the
dunes.
Reading the Chichester Conservancy 2016 brochure you begin to see why,
they are gearing towards more human water activity; in fact they openly
encourage usage. Why? Well you can make money by organising activities
and charging fees. In the brochure there is a page on the Little Terns fledging
17 young, it’s debatable considering the resources that could be thrown at
this project, as to whether 17 birds should be regarded as a success.
It’s not just coastal sites that are under pressure, I wrote in Kingfisher Issue
149 about the human pressure on a farm project. 6000 homes and the
associated infrastructure is to be built adjacent to the farm’s southern
perimeter. We get very blasé about nature and assume it will just happily
move on without truly understanding just what our actions will have
ecologically.
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We may very well get Nightingale or Purple Emperor refugees on the farm,
once the concrete has set. Personally, I think it’s very unlikely, I can’t imagine
the displaced Nightingales coming over the boundary saying, “Budge-up, I’ve
just been evicted”. They choose their original site over the farm because it
suited them better.
Once a habitat is destroyed, we can never get back those species, which had
once inhabited that area, and any joining areas, doesn’t always welcome or
suit this exodus.

It’s hard to foresee what the future holds for nature 50 years from now. Even
in my short life time, I’ve seen Gunner Point go from a bird roosting site to a
jammed packed jamboree of human activities. It’s a horrible thought that
future generations in Hampshire might well never hear the song of the
Nightingale or the witness the flight of the Purple Emperor.

Thomas Bickerton

Below: Little Tern Pennington 25.5.16 Andy Tew
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Langstone Harbour – Low Tide Counts this winter
Low tide counts (LTC) are part of Wetland Bird Survey (WeBS), organised
by the BTO and are carried out in selected water bodies on an approximately six yearly basis. Last winter we aimed to do a Low Tide Count of
Langstone Harbour, but cancellation of boat use on selected count days
due to safety concerns about the use of a relatively small vessel in the forecasted strong winds, plus a very serious steering problem with the boat and
the unsuccessful attempts to view some sectors, led to serious gaps in the
data. We therefore decided that it would be better to abandon the counts
for the winter, rather than have people out counting in January and February for what would inevitably be an incomplete set of counts, incompatible
with defining trends from previous LTCs. Being natural optimists, we hope
to get the counts carried out this coming winter, when the weather will, of
course, be much better….
If you would like to help with this winter’s planned WeBS LTCs in Langstone Harbour, even if it is on one date only, it would be very helpful if you
would please indicate on which of the eight dates you would be available.
Please email me (jshillitoe@googlemail.com). If you have a preferred site
to count, please let me know.
The counts should be made sometime during the period from one hour before low tide to two hours after low tide. There are Primary and Alternative
dates shown for each month, with the aim of counting on the Primary date
shown in each month and the Alternative only used if the weather forecast
for the first date is particularly poor. The weather forecast will be checked
on the evening before the Primary count date, and a decision made on
whether to do the count on the Primary date or delay it to the Alternative
date. This decision will be relayed to counters allocated to both dates.
Please note that because of the timing and height of tides, the November
and December dates are on weekdays (Thursdays and Fridays). The January and February dates are on Saturdays and Sundays.
Primary Date
Thursday November 24th
Thursday December 8th
Saturday January 7th
Saturday February 18th

Low Tide Time
12:58
10:49
11:33
09:02

Height
1.8m
1.9m
1.6m
1.6

Alternative Date
Friday November 25th
Friday December 9th
Sunday January 8th
Sunday February 19th

Low Tide Time
13:51
12:15
12:49
09:53

Height
1.7m
1.7m
1.5m
1.9m

.
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Not all of the harbour’s mudflats can be seen from the shorelines; therefore, it will be necessary to use a boat to count those parts. Two people
will be needed on each date, one to act as counter and another to act as
recorder (the roles are interchangeable, of course). Importantly, the boat
survey should ideally be made on the same date as the shoreline observations if at all possible. Boat users will, of course, be happy to be out for
longer than the shore-based folks. The RSPB’s 16ft aluminium vessel “The
Good Tern” will be available; skippered by Wez Smith, the RSPB’s Site
Manager for Langstone and Chichester Harbours. If you would like to be
considered for boat duty, please do say so.
The Langstone Harbour WeBS LTC Sectors are shown below:

There are 12 sites to be counted from the harbour shorelines. One site will
be counted by walking the mudflats off North Binness Island and Long Island and the boat crew. Each of the sites is part of a Sector, a whole Sector or a combination of Sectors/part Sectors.
Wherever possible, count sites will be assigned to correspond with
people’s preferred choices.
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Site Notes

Viewed from

01

Paths near the Eastern Road Bridge
Eastern Road shoreline path

02
03

Sectors and part
sectors
Hilsea Creek, Shut Lake and Broom BL038 and BL008
Channel N of Kendalls' Wharf
Mallard Sands
BL007, BL006,
BL005 and BL004
(south)
Water Sports Centre to mudflats off BL009, BL010 and
Milton Common and ponds
BL041

04

Milton Locks and Eastney Lake

BL011 and BL012

05
06

Farlington Marshes
Russell's Lake and mudflat S of Farlington Marshes
South and north of North Binness
Island and north of Long Island

BL033
BL003, BL004
(north) and BL007
BL028, BL031 and
BL029 (north)

08

Broadmarsh

09

Southmoor and Langstone Sailing
Club

BL043, BL030 and
BL032
BL029 (south),
BL042 and BL037
(north)

10

Texaco Bay, Hayling Oysterbeds and BL037 (south) and
Stoke Bay
BL024

11

West Hayling Billy Trail

12

Kench and Sinah

13

Between N Binness Island, Long Island and Round Nap Island

07

BL021, BL022 and
BL020
BL013, BL014,
BL015, BL016,
BL017, BL018 and
BL019
BL027 and BL039
(Someone has to
walk out from FM)

Eastern Road Shoreline path & Milton
Common
Milton Locks and
Ferry road Eastney
Farlington Marshes
Farlington Marshes
NE seawall at FM
and Broadmarsh
seawall path
Broadmarsh seawall
path
Budds Farm &
Southmoor seawall
paths
Texaco Bay car park,
Billy Trail and Oysterbeds paths
Hayling Billy Trail
Ferry Road
(Hayling), Sinah
shoreline and Longshore Road
Mudflats!!

Boat Leaving from and returning to Hayling Water facing sides of Boat!!
Ferry pontoon
20 sectors

John Shillitoe (jshillitoe@googlemail.com)
BTO Assistant Regional Representative
Hampshire Coastal WeBS Local Organiser
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HOS FIELDWORKERS MEETING
Sunday 22 January 2017
HOS will be hosting a free event open to all on Sunday 22 January to showcase
some of the most interesting projects being undertaken at the moment. And you
can find out how you can get involved for next year!
We will hear about projects to study iconic Hampshire species, and in addition there
will be sessions on wider participation surveys. Importantly, you can get involved
personally in almost all of these projects if you are interested – so there is something for everyone.
Entry is free and the event will be held at Littleton Millennium Memorial Hall, Hall
Way, Littleton, Winchester, Hampshire SO22 6QL, where there is plenty of free
parking. Coffee and tea will be provided, but please bring your own food.
The Programme for the day is as follows:
1000-1025 Networking/Coffee/Tea
1025-1030 Keith Betton

Welcome/Introduction

UPDATES ON EXISTING PARTNERS SURVEYS
1030-1115 Trevor Codlin/Ed Rowsell Waders and Brent Goose in the Solent
1115-1145 Russ Wynn
Breeding Curlews in the New Forest
1145-1210 Networking/Coffee/Tea
UPDATES ON CURRENT HOS SURVEYS
1210-1235 Marcus Ward
Firecrest & Hawfinch
1235-1300 Rob Clements
Lesser Spotted Woodpecker & Hobby
1300-1400 Networking/Coffee/Tea
FOCUS ON NEW SPECIES SURVEYS
1400-1430 Tim Norris
Swifts
1430-1500 Keith Betton
Corn Bunting and Turtle Dove surveys
1515-1530 15 minute break
1530-1600 Everyone
Open Discussion on surveys and future projects
1600 Keith Betton
Close of day

I do hope as many of you will come as possible.

Keith Betton
Chairman of HOS Scientific Committee
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POSITIONS VACANT..................
HONORARY TREASURER
The Society is in urgent need of a treasurer as Brian is stepping down.
The Treasurer manages all aspects of the Society’s finances.
This includes monitoring and operating the Society’s bank accounts under the direction of the
Management Committee.
They also report to the Management Committee at regular intervals outlining the Society’s financial position at that time.
They prepare the annual accounts and present them to the members at the AGM.
If you would like further details please contact Brian on brianjleach@gmail.com or if you feel able
to take on the role please contact Brian or any member of the Management Committee.

INDEPENDENT EXAMINER
The Society is in urgent need of a treasurer as Brian is stepping down.
The Treasurer manages all aspects of the Society’s finances.
This includes monitoring and operating the Society’s bank accounts under the direction of the
Management Committee.
They also report to the Management Committee at regular intervals outlining the Society’s financial position at that time.
They prepare the annual accounts and present them to the members at the AGM.
If you would like further details please contact Brian on brianjleach@gmail.com or if you feel able
to take on the role please contact Brian or any member of the Management Committee.

INDEPENDENT EXAMINER
The Society also requires an Independent Examiner of its annual accounts to comply with
Charity Commission requirements.
He or she needs to be fully independent of the charity and able to carry out a proper charity independent examination. They may be, for example, a charity treasurer or finance worker, or an
accountant from industry or the public sector. The key is that they must have a good understanding of charity finance and the law.
This needs to be carried out, usually in February or March, just as soon as the annual accounts
have been prepared.
If any member feels they are suitably qualified and able to help please also contact Brian brianjleach@gmail.com or any member of the Management Committee.
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***HOS WALKS & EVENTS***

DECEMBER 2016 TO FEBRUARY 2017
IF YOU ARE WILLING TO LEAD A WALK, PLEASE CONTACT
Ted Barnes or Peter Hutchins
Peter Hutchins: 01256 770831 or 07895 388378 or fieldfare@jaybry.gotadsl.co.uk or
Ted Barnes: 07811049281 or 02380266774 or ted.barnes@talktalk.net
You do not need to be a birding expert
Remember: Everyone is invited to these walks,
whatever your age or knowledge

Please Note:
Strong footwear is advisable for all walks, as is clothing appropriate for the weather conditions
A packed lunch is recommended for walks that span mid-day. Participants are requested to inform the leader
if leaving the walk early, or if they have a medical condition that might compromise their ability to complete the
walk.
The distance covered is shown for each walk, together with a 'walk category', as follows:
A) Easy - a fairly short walk over relatively flat ground with no/few stiles.
B) A little more demanding - longer distance and/or gentle hills but with no/few stiles.
C) Medium difficulty - moderate distance and/or moderate hills and/or a moderate number of stiles.
D) Strenuous - long distance and/or steep hills and/or many stiles.
Do please take care and enjoy the walks programme, but remember, responsibility for personal safety lies with
the individual, not the Society.

IMPORTANT: Recently there have been a number of occasions when leaders have not
turned up at walks in the programme. Could we urge leaders to please contact either
Ted Barnes or Peter Hutchins as early as possible if they are unable to lead
advertised walks for any reason.
Enjoy the free walks, the scenery, the company, the wildlife, the many pairs of eyes,
the shared knowledge, the flora and the birds.

Sunday 4th December – Overton Wetlands & Woodlands
Leader Peter E Hutchins (07895 388378/01256 770831)
2.00pm until 4.30pm (2 miles)
Meet in the Overton Hill car park (SU517497 - OS Landranger 186). The walk will take in
The Test and associated waters on the eastern side of the Parish, along with the adjacent
riverside scrub and woodland. Wintering wildfowl, thrushes, warblers, waders and herons
can be anticipated, along with the possibility of seeing Kingfisher, Water Rail and numerous
raptors. (This walk is in conjunction with the Overton Biodiversity Society).
Walk Category A.
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Saturday 17th December – Eyeworth Pond
Leader Julian Moseley (02380 779850)
10.30am until 3.30pm
Meet at car park at Eyeworth pond (SU228145 – OS Landranger 195) for this walk
which will go through Oak and Conifer woodland, heath land and on to Hampton Ridge.
Hen Harrier and Great Grey Shrike are a possibility in the open areas whilst the pond
may host Goosander and Mandarin Duck. Bring coffee/lunch. Walk category B.
Sunday 18th December – Hosehill Lake NNR
Leader Doug. Kelson (07786 647784)
2.00pm until 4.30pm (1½ miles)
Meet in the Fox & Hounds PH car park (SU649698 - OS Landranger 175). This walk
will concentrate on wintering wildfowl and the gulls that come in to roost on the pits
close to Theale. Goosander can be expected within the former whilst recent larids have
included Iceland, Caspian, Yellow-legged and Mediterranean Gulls. Bittern and Smew
are regular winter visitors, Cetti’s Warbler resident and the assorted passerines
frequently attract raptors, including an often showy Peregrine. Walk Category A.
Tuesday 20th December – Warblington Shore to Budds Farm
Leader Kev. Stouse (07510 600808)
9.30am until 1.30am (3 miles)
Meet at Warblington Church car park (SU728054) for this walk along the shore to
Budd's Farm Sewage Works in search of winter birds. Bring coffee/lunch.
Walk category A.
Saturday 31st December – Brownwich, Chilling & Hook
Leader Phil Budd (07748 236666)
10.30am until 3.00pm (4 miles)
Meet in the Hook Lane car park (SU522056) for this circular walk covering woodland,
farmland, hedgerow and coastal habitats. Many resident and wintering species
expected. Be prepared for many muddy areas. Bring coffee/lunch. This walk is in
conjunction with the Southampton Natural History Society. Walk category B.
Sunday 1st January – About Overton!
Leader: Peter E. Hutchins (07895 388378/01256 770831)
Details to be confirmed
Time spent about the parish will include watching the Test and adjacent cress beds for
Little Egret, Kingfisher and Water Rail, the mixed woodlands lining these and the
nearby railway line for woodpeckers and the like, the paper mill’s filtration pools and
adjacent chalk streams for wintering wildfowl, waders and warblers, the valley at Turrill
Hill for wintering raptors, finches and buntings and the pre-roost movements of birds in
to and over the village itself. If you’d be interested in joining the leader in the first
birding of the year, for any part of the day, please get in contact in advance so that
plans for the day can be discussed/confirmed. Walk category B.
Sunday 8th January – Old Winchester Hill
Leader Nick Wiley (04789 893226/07747 151160) 10.30am until 1.30pm (2 - 3 miles)
Meet in the reserve car park (SU645214) for this chalk down land walk with good views
to the south. We will look for winter visitors such as Redwing and Fieldfares, resident
species, and raptors. It can be muddy here. Walk category B.
Tuesday 10th January – Twyford, Hazely & Morestead Downs
Leader Ted Barnes (078110 492810/02380 266774) 10.00am until 2.30pm (5 miles)
Meet at the Twyford Recreation Ground car park (SU483243 – OS Landranger185)
approximately 400 yards to the right up the Park Lane turning next to the Bugle Inn in
the village of Twyford. This circular walk takes in narrow lanes, farmland, periphery of
the Twyford Down Golf Club, some conifer and deciduous woods and returns along the
Itchen Navigation Canal. Bring lunch/coffee. Walk category C/D.
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Saturday 14th January – Moorgreen Lakes
Leader Richard Gilham (01256 329603 or 07884 044544)

9.00am until 1.00pm
Meet in the car park off Lower Sandhurst Road (SU805627 - OS Landranger 186).
A visit to take in the resident and wintering species that favour wood or water. Sawbills can be expected among the wildfowl and gulls whilst the margins of the lakes/
pits may hold hunting Barn Owl and Little Owl. Waders, chats, wagtails and pipits
use the edges to forage and nearby hedgerows attract parties of mixed passerines.
Raptors are frequent visitors with species such as Firecrest, Yellow-browed Warbler and Pallas’s Warbler all having been recorded in recent winters.
Walk Category B.

Sunday 15th January – Winter Birds at Farlington Marshes
Leader Kev. Stouse (07510 600808)
9.30am until 2.00pm (3 miles)
Meet at Broadmarsh car park (SU699055) for this walk around the marshes in
search of winter birds. The new road layout means you have to do a U-turn to enter
the car park entrance – continue up Harts Farm Way and where it widens you can
turn and come back to the car park entrance. Bring coffee/lunch. Walk category A.
Sunday 22nd January – Pulborough Brooks RSPB
Peter E Hutchins (07895 388378/01256 770831)
2.00pm until dusk (2 miles)
Meet in the reserve car park (TQ059164 - OS Landranger 197). A walk to take in
the species that use this reserve for both feeding and roosting during a winter’s
day. Wildfowl will be watched from the hides and blinds, these in turn attracting
numbers of raptors in to the site; Marsh Harrier ever more regular here and often
joining Short-eared Owl over the more open areas of wetland. Bewick’s Swan may
be present, along with good numbers of Pintail, Wigeon and Shelduck. Waders join
these in the marshier areas whilst Barn Owl use the grassland outside the Visitor
Centre to hunt, often showing well in advance of dusk. Walk Category B.
Saturday 29th January –Court Grove, The Harrow Way & Willesley Warren
Leader Stewart Woolley (07895 388378)
9.00am until 12.00 mid-day (3½ miles)
Meet in the car park on Court Drove, by Overton Primary School, (SU511503 - OS
Landranger 185). Farmland, scrub and woodland will be covered looking for wintering waders, game birds, raptors, buntings and warblers. Previous winters have
produced roosts of Short-eared and lingering Long-eared Owl, Hen Harrier, Merlin
and multiple Barn Owl and Red Kite. Walk Category C.
Saturday 4th February – Lepe
Leader Dave Munday (01489 576641)
9.00am until 1.00pm (4 miles)
Meet in the main car park SU455985 on the sea front (N.B. charges apply) for this
walk through farm and woodland habitat. We will also take time to sea watch.
There are toilets in the car park. Walk category A.
Sunday 5th February – Buriton for Farmland Birds
Leader Kev. Stouse (07510 600808)
9.00am until 3.00pm (6 miles)
Meet at the Buriton village pond car park near church (SU740200) for this circular
walk along the footpaths to Petersfield Heath and back in search of winter birds. It
will be muddy if recently rained. There will be two stops on this walk. Bring coffee/
lunch. Walk category B.
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Thursday 9th February – Warsash
Leader Ted Barnes (078110 492810/02380 266774)
10.00am until 2.00pm (3 – 4 miles)
Meet in the Passage Lane car park north of the marina (SU489062) for this walk
looking mainly for waders on the shore and the scrape at Hook. Bring coffee/lunch.
Walk category B.
Sunday 12th February – The Mill Field LNR, Old Basing
Leader James Andrews (07775 564257)
9.00am until 12.00 mid-day (1½ miles)
Meet in the Basing House/The Millstone PH car parks, Old Basing (SU660530 - OS
Landranger 186). This edge of Basingstoke LNR will be covered so as to showcase
the conservation work carried out on site to increase the biodiversity present. Among
the wintering and resident species to be looked for will be thrushes, warblers (Cetti’s
Warbler is a possibility), wildfowl, raptors, woodpeckers, all three anticipated species
are again possible, buntings, finches, this being the most regular site for Hawfinch
locally, Kingfisher and Little Egret. For those wishing to lunch may be taken at The
Millstone afterwards.
Walk Category A.
Sunday 19th February – Blashford Lakes HIWWT
Leader Doug. Kelson (07786 647784/07786 647784)

2.00pm until Dusk (>2 miles)
Meet in the Ibsley Water/Tern Hide car park (SU151083 - OS Landranger 195).
Wintering wildfowl and gulls will be highlights during this visit. Wintering finches,
buntings and other woodland-oriented passerines may also be seen and possibly
Kingfisher, Bittern, Great White Egret, Goosander and Black-necked Grebe. Roosting
gulls may include Yellow legged and Mediterranean. Walk category B.
Sunday 26th February – The Alresfords
Leader Simon Yates (01256 781964)

10.00am until 1.00pm (3 miles)
Meet in the Old Alresford Village Hall car park (SU587340 - OS Landranger 185). A
late winter walk to take in farm and woodland habitats and wetter areas about the
villages, the latter including Arlebury Park and Alresford Pond and the cress beds on
the village outskirts. Wintering wildfowl and warblers, waders, roosting raptors and
riverside residents are to be expected. Water Pipit are now once again regular on the
cress, Little Egret roost and fish among the Grey Heron. Wildfowl on Alresford Pond
may include the occasional sawbill or unexpected dabbler. Hen Harrier may be seen
here or over the adjacent farmland. Walk Category C.
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Reports of previous HOS walks
Morgaston Woods & The Vyne: 7th August 2016
A handful of HOS members visited Morgaston Wood and the water meadows at The Vyne, in summery weather that progressively hinted at more
autumnal conditions, a brisk but pleasantly cooling south-westerly that
bought in clouding; the temperature however remaining well above 20 oC.

The quiet of the woodland was broken by mixed foraging parties, Marsh Tit
and Treecreeper perhaps the most notable of the birds found in these,
Long-tailed Tit the most vocal and frequently recorded. Both Great Spotted
and Green Woodpecker were heard on several occasions, the still heavy
foliage on the trees however ensuring that they remained hidden, as did
many other birds that were heard in / moving through the mixed canopy.
Immature Robin and Song Thrush were active, being seen close to one
other, whilst adult Robin were less obvious but called on their ‘territories’
being entered. Of the non-avian activity in the wooded areas three Silverwashed Fritillary were most appreciated, one individual attempting to land,
and doing so on occasion, on every member of the party. Speckled Wood
were also in small numbers, several being seen to attend to their territories
as whites entered, soon however being moved on. A female Beautiful Demoiselle lingered on near head height leaves, allowing excellent viewing of
this stunning species. A Southern Hawker was not so obliging, just being
seen briefly as it searched the rides for aerial prey.
The grass and park land surrounding the water meadows encouraged two
Kestrel in to hunt, an immature and adult male, two Buzzard however far
less active, again an adult and immature, until a Red Kite drifted over, the
adult bird taking exception to this and moving up to intercept it, with absolutely no response being seen from the kite! A single Stock Dove perched
close enough to a Woodpigeon to allow comparison, albeit distantly. Male
Common Blue added colour, as did flowering vetch, buttercup, comfrey and
bramble, the latter attracting in further butterfly species such as Gatekeeper, Meadow Brown and Green-veined White. The insistent stridulating of
Roesel’s Bush-cricket allowed one younger male to be seen whereas Common Field and Meadow Grasshoppers were not as vociferous but were
seen on almost every footfall. Dark Bush-cricket were heard in adjacent
vegetation whilst sat in the NT hide.
The water meadows still held a good amount of water, so were particularly
unattractive to passage waders, at present! The scanning of the uncovered
edges only finding 35+ Lapwing in situ, though Dunlin and Green Sandpiper have been seen in recent days. Five Grey Heron fished, one moving off
to hunt amongst the deeper grassed areas, with these interrelating with an
apparent family party of Lesser Black-backed Gull, the latter perhaps one of
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The pairs now seen to be nesting on buildings within the Houndmills Industrial
Estate in nearby Basingstoke. 13 Teal included a semi-eclipse drake, two
Gadwall and 15 Mallard constituting the other wildfowl on site, 23 Blackheaded Gull, nine Moorhen and four Coot joining them, as did seven Greylag
as the morning became afternoon.
Over the more open areas Rook and Jackdaw were seen, a House Martin
briefly dropping towards the open water, more being seen distantly over Sherborne St. John. Several Swallow also moved through, both immature and
adults birds being seen, with the only other migrant recorded being Chiffchaff
of which three were recorded, one fly-catching high in oaks. Developing
acorns on the latter were seen to have Knopper Galls, brought on by the activities of the cynipid gall wasp Andricus quercuscalicis. The same trees held a
Purple Hairstreak; its silvery under wings light against the foliage until it settled and was then lost.

Peter Hutchins
Below: Swallow Stockbridge 7.8.16 & Grey Heron The Vyne 7.9.16. Both pictures by Dave Levy
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The Hayling Billy Trail: 2nd October 2016
To begin in a very conventionally British way; the weather was lovely! Light
winds and warm sunshine. The vistas were magnificent over Langstone
Harbour, the distant Spinnaker tower, the gently decaying stumps over which
once ran the rails (closed in 1963) of the Hayling Billy line, next to the grand
sweep of its modern road replacement and sparkling, blue water.
We parked where we could scan towards the old bridge remains and started
by searching over the low-tide mudflats, still green with the summer's growth
of algae. Most of the waders and ducks seemed gathered on the far side of
the harbour at this time but there were Redshanks and Little Egrets on view
and a few Oystercatchers. We noticed the first of what was to become a
procession of Red Admiral butterflies passing along the coast, in a generally
southern direction. While scanning the water for birds it was possible to spot
other Red Admirals hurrying far out over the water in the same direction. Most
of us know that many butterflies reach our shores from the European
continent each spring and summer and it is difficult not to conclude that we
were witnessing a return migration; not of the same butterflies, but of their
descendants.
We followed the trail along the inland section, to start with, past a soggy and
overgrown field which contains many mounds of brambles, clusters of
Blackthorn and Hawthorn scrub and rank grass and rushes. This looks as if it
was once salt marsh, cut off from the harbour by the building of embankments
for the railway line. There are shallow pools in the northern corner where
waders and ducks may feed and rest and some become habituated to the
frequent passage of people; cyclists, horse riders, dog-walkers, runners or
just plain strollers, some of whom may carry binoculars and spotting 'scopes'.
This time, there were only a couple of people-tolerant Black-tailed Godwits,
and a more nervous small flotilla of Mallards and several Teal. The waders,
though, gave us wonderful views and we were easily able to study the way
the grey feathers of winter were replacing the browns of summer. The
Redshanks, normally seen
here, were elsewhere, this
time.
Right:
Black-tailed Godwit
Keyhaven
18.9.16
Robin Pascal
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Amongst the brambles were two Stonechats sallying for flies from prominent
perches. A couple of Pied Wagtails flew over, from where they had been
chasing kelp flies and sand-hoppers on the beach. The latter crustaceans
look like freshwater shrimps and ping about whenever strand-line seaweed
and other detritus lifted from the sand.
We had a close encounter with one of the many Robins we were to see and
hear during our walk. This one perched at eye-level only a couple of metres
from us; another habituated bird. Later we were to see several chases involving as many as three Robins at a time. This may just be carving-out and
defending a winter territory but it may also result in a couple of Robins finding out that they are of different genders and, eventually, becoming a pair.
From the track, here, it is possible to scan over the first of the old oyster
beds from where “Emsworth Oysters” were exported throughout the county
until the 1970's. There, indeed, there were Oystercatchers (much more of
them later) and Curlews probing for food. Little Egrets strutted and dashed
to strike at fry or shrimps and, more distantly, a flurry of Black-headed Gulls
were working themselves into a feeding frenzy as they fluttered over and
made shallow plunges into some sort of prey; probably a shoal of fish fry.
Mullet is likely. Several times we saw the heavy swirls of large fish just under the surface and sometimes the whole Grey Mullet as it leaped clear of
the water. A Sparrowhawk circled to gain height over the field then moved
off inland, sloping away in a smooth glide.
We moved away from the water, to follow the line of the old railway, now
flanked with scrub, patches of oak woodland, pasture and hedges from
which Chiffchaffs, Wrens, Dunnocks, Blackbirds, Greenfinches, Great Tits
and Blue Tits were heard and, occasionally seen. Some places between the
track and the beach are more open and ranks of spiky Teasels stood to attention, Bristly Ox Tongue and straggly snags of brown-burred Burdock
lurked around the fringes. It doesn't take an expert to predict Goldfinches in
this environment. We started by seeing a bird or two at a time flying overhead or heard them twittering from cover but, eventually, a glittering charm
of close to a hundred of them circled above in the sunlight then descended
to cover once more. A small party of House Sparrow kept close to stables
and dropped from the hedge to feed on the seeds of Red Goosefoot. They
probably sampled the Sea Beet and, perhaps, the dandelion clock-like
seeds of the Golden Samphire, too but I'm only guessing about those.
For anyone botanically-minded the shingle, sand and salt-marsh vegetation
of this area is fascinating and it is possible to find Sea Aster, Sea Holly, Sea
Lavender (there's a theme, here) Sea Campion, Sea Kale and many other
plants which specialise at surviving in these conditions.
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Above: Small Copper

Above: Speckled Wood

A brief excursion inland up a side-track to scan a pasture for Yellow Wagtails (I saw thirty + there, recently) and Wheatears brought no sightings of
those birds but we added a Jay and enjoyed close views of Small Copper
and Speckled Wood butterflies and the intense blue of a single blooming
Wild Clary plant was arresting to some of us.
It's difficult to keep away from the beach for long, though, on the Trail and
we paused by the car park at the end of Victoria Road, to look at the seascape. On a shingle spit curving into the harbour and back, to the south of
us, a few Linnets were extracting seeds from plants growing out of the
gravel. Curlews and Little Egrets were very obvious and a group of Oyster
Catchers were gathering in a tight cluster on a shorter spit to our right.
To the left, a small bird flew from where a stream decanted, via a pipe,
into the harbour and crossed low, to the end of the spit, where it settled
on shingle. A Kingfisher. Having no suitable perch to fish from, it hovered
over the water and plunged after some target. It did this several times but
always moving a little further round the corner until out of sight. We
walked to the southern end to see if we could re-find it but, by the time we
got there, it had gone.
Far out, towards Farlington Marshes and in front of Budd's Farm, large
numbers of Wigeon were flying east. Perhaps the rising tide had moved
them from the mud flats and they were off to graze pasture or, maybe a
large raptor has flushed them into the air. We couldn't tell. Out in mid harbour, the only birds afloat, apart from an occasional gull were Great Created Grebes, sometimes in small gatherings (not enough to be called a
“raft”) or scattered individually, though a party of three passed closer to us
and were actively diving together; presumably brought together by the
lure of a shoal of fish. Any Cormorants were only fly-bys.
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It was about this time that we began our return walk, this time concentrating
on the seaward side, heading back to the oyster beds, now, with bunds restored in the 1990's, part of the West Hayling Local Nature Reserve. The
call of a Green Woodpecker raised anticipation of a sighting but, though I'd
seen three there the week before, none showed, this time. The tide was not
far from full-flood and birds were settling on the bunds to await the reexposure of the food-rich mud.
Parties of Oystercatchers were passing us in the direction of the oyster beds
all the time and their piping calls were very audible. Eventually, we could
see several tight clusters of the birds out on the bunds. Hundreds of redrimmed eyes and straight, orange beaks, mostly pointing west, contrasting
with the neat and striking black and white of their plumage.
A walk out onto one of the bunds brought us a little closer to a smaller group
of Oystercatchers with a few Dunlin running amongst them. A group of
Ringed Plovers was well camouflaged as they crouched among large pebbles and rubble. A single Rock Pipit initially flew further off but then worked
its way back along the shore-line, often perching on chalk boulders or hunks
of brick masonry and chunks of concrete; evidence of the imaginative recycling of demolition materials for reconstruction of the bunds. The Rock
Pipit eventually foraged so close to us that everyone was able to make a
detailed study of just why it wasn't a Meadow Pipit. It even gave a diagnostic
call as it flew.
On the flanks of another rubble bund a group of around twenty Grey Plover
was also resting, most with their tails turned towards us and still showing a
broad range of plumage types as they moulted to winter colour. Amongst
them a Turnstone preened then rested. Much closer, a single Common Gull,
first of the season, for most of us, preened on its own private rock.
The pot-bellied shape of a very upright Northern Wheatear was discovered
on the seaward end of a grassy bund, looking perfectly at ease amongst the
fragments of dead buildings. Careful scrutiny of the crowded Oystercatchers
revealed that there was something different crouched amongst
them but almost obscured by
their bodies. When it did move, it
momentarily revealed enough of
itself for us to be almost sure it
was a Bar-tailed Godwit but it
then crouched into a crevice entirely out of view, after tantalising
us.
Left: Common Gull
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We were just about to move on, when a man, who had been throwing a
ball for his two dogs to swim after, told us that he'd just seen two seals.
We followed his directions and were delighted to see a Common Seal
surface close to the oyster beds; a real bonus sighting of a species in
steep decline along the south coast. I suspect the main draw must be the
Grey Mullet shoals, at this time of year, though there are Dabs, Flounder
and small Bass, too. The water in Langstone Harbour can be muddy and
murky, especially in rough conditions. I guess those whiskers adorning
the face of a seal must be of great importance when detecting fishy prey;
which makes me wonder how fish-eating birds manage, in similar conditions. I suppose the Grebes and Mergansers (for instance) may need to
rely on swimming below a shoal to see it against the light.
Behind us, a hedged pasture with no livestock at this time showed activity
as at least five Stonechats hawked for flies or grabbed caterpillars. Small
parties of Meadow Pipits were engaged in the same activity, sometimes
from bushes but usually out of sight in the shaggy tussocks until something made them decide to relocate a few metres in groups of five or six
piping in the air. Starlings were very audible and visible here, attracted by
the bountiful crop of blackberries still available for them.

As we reached the last of the bunds, where yet another calm but noisy
crowd of Oystercatchers rested, four Dark-bellied Bent Geese flew in to
settle on the water, seeming to be seeking a place to land that wasn't already claimed by the “Oyks”. Earlier, we had just managed to recognise a
flock of Brents, way off, on the far side of the harbour, so it was gratifying
that a few had come over to allow us a better look.
At one point, there was a “dread” which sent hundreds of resting waders
into the air but they soon settled again. We never found out what had
bothered them. It was unlikely to have been the Kestrel we saw hovering
a short while later but Peregrines are frequently seen here.
Below: Dark-bellied Brent Geese swim by roosting Oystercatchers.
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As we neared the cars, a few of us hung back while others left for home. We
laggards were rewarded with seeing a Common Buzzard, showing the bulge
of a full crop, glide down to perch in Oaks, where it had to endure the nagging of a couple of Carrion Crows. Over brambly bush-mounds in the marsh
where we had watched Black-tailed Godwits earlier, there were swarms of
small flies misting over the peaks of the bushes. Others had noticed the flies
and we saw Stonechats, a Chiffchaff and a female Blackcap snatching morsels from the air. Just before the car park at our starting point we stood under a couple of modest Oaks and found Goldcrest and Chiffchaff amongst
the leaves above us as a tiny “wave” of mixed species (Long-tailed Tit, Blue
Tit and Great Tit being the others) passed through the foliage. A Sand Martin had just been found amongst the Swallows, passing in small numbers,
and a small flock of House Martins added more variety.
Just four of us decided to cross the road to view the area just to the east of
the Hayling Bridge. On the far side of the water, now at high tide, we could
see a dozen Little Egrets and at least one Grey Heron gathered in a roost in
trees about the Mill Pond. Two Sandwich Terns plunged for fish along the
edge of the now-submerged mid-stream sandbanks and a gathering of
twenty-plus corvids in fields on the far side turned out to be mostly Carrion
Crows rather than the forty or so Rooks we first thought they were.
Looking south, we watched another Kestrel hover over paddocks and two
pairs of soaring Common Buzzards rose high amongst feeding hirundine
flocks, mostly Swallows, but it was difficult to be sure there weren't other
species amongst them because they were distant and against the light.
Another migrant was found in a roadside ditch when feet flushed a Rusty-dot
Pearl from the grass and onto a bush. For those of you not of a lepidopterous turn of mind; it is a small, often rust-coloured, Vulcan bomber-shaped
moth, which arrives from mainland Europe in large numbers; throughout the
year, in the right conditions.
It hadn't been a spectacular walk, in terms of rarities and numbers of species seen but some people had been introduced to areas of interest they
hadn't explored before. Others had been able to improve identification skills
and, I hope, learn a little natural history and the easy walking in fine weather, pleasant surroundings and in good company had been very enjoyable.

Doug Kelson
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Picture Gallery: Birds in Full Song

Credits on Page 51
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Five years!
As his spell steering the work of the HOS Membership Committee finally
comes to an end, outgoing Chairman, Jonathan Mycock, reviews the highlights of the last five( and a half!) years.
Almost 6 years ago I was contacted by the then Chairman of HOS, John
Eyre, who asked if I would consider taking over from Dawn Russell in running the Membership Committee. Dawn had become a busy Company Secretary for a local business and was due to step down owing to work obligations. Dawn had done a great job in particular in taking on the organisation
of the New Forest Bird Trail from Derek Lister, who ran the RSPB Wildlife
Explorers Group in Chandlers Ford.
To be honest, I had no plans to get involved in HOS in this way; I had recently 'retired' from running the Wildlife Watch group at Testwood Lakes,
near Southampton, and was facing voluntary redundancy from my job in the
Ecology Group at Hampshire County Council. This was the last thing on my
mind, but as no-one else had come forward I didn't want to let John down. I
had known John for several years through my work with the Hampshire
Heathland Project at HCC, and I guess John knew that I could handle the
Committee.
One part of the role is to chair the three meetings each year of the Membership Committee. At the first one, we were not long into the meeting when
two committee members proceeded to have a major disagreement, practically coming to blows, and resulting in one of them storming out! What had I
walked into, I wondered?! Luckily I managed to smooth things down!
One of my favourite tasks has been organising the annual HOS Open Day,
usually held at the end of March at the University of Winchester. The staff
there have been very professional, and most of these events have run very
smoothly, the one exception being when we ran out of chocolate cake,
which caused the photographer to have apoplexy!
HOS is held in very high esteem outside the County, and luckily we have
been able to attract some very high calibre speakers. These have included
Prof. Ian Newton (2012), Dr Andy Clements (2013), Dr Mark Avery (2014),
Mark Cocker and Dr Dick Potts (2015), and Edward Meyer, Mark Constantine and Prof. Russell Wynn (2016). Keith Betton, our well-connected County Recorder, has helped in approaching some of them initially. Our President
Chris Packham has sometimes dashed back from overseas filming assignments to chair the AGM, and has then regaled the audience with his unique
thoughts on the natural world!
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HOS is one of the largest of the 42 County bird clubs in England, with
around 1600 members. We have been able to maintain this figure, despite the downturn in the economy, beginning in 2007. The Membership
Committee has held stands at various events across Hampshire, particularly the New Forest Show, and more recently, Romsey Show, in order to
recruit new members and to promote the study of Hampshire's avifauna.
Another successful activity has been the New Forest Bird Trail, which began in 2009 at Bolder Wood, attended by ca. 100 children. This has involved successive teams of children taking part in a bird-watching competition and other nature-related activities e.g. pond dipping, badge making
and owl pellet dissection. Although we had a gap year in 2015, after
steadily falling attendances, in 2016 the event was given a fresh lease of
life after HOS gained a voluntary education officer, Dr Patricia Brown.
Patricia, together with Dawn O'Malley of HIOWWT, organised a successful Bird Trail event at Blashford Lakes, and Chris Packham kindly joined
us at the end to announce the winning teams!
I have been constantly amazed by the standard of HOS publications, especially Kingfisher, which has had some very capable editors and is arguably the best newsletter produced by a County bird club.
Most Committee Chairs serve a five year term, and mine expired in March
this year. As I have moved to West Sussex (also pretty good for birds!) to
be nearer my place of work, which is now the RSPB office in Brighton, I
was unable to take on another five year term.
I will be handing over the reins (or reign!) to Andy Broadhurst in December. Many
of you will know Andy already, as he is a member of the HOS Management Committee and for his work to champion swifts in his town of
Brockenhurst.
Our team of Ted Barnes, Phil Budd, Brian and Sandy Cox, Peter
Hutchins, Dave and Linda Munday and Kay Shillitoe will be a great asset
for Andy and I wish them all well. I will be attending future Open Days with
interest!
If I were to make one wish for the future of ornithology in Hampshire, it
would be to see more young people getting involved, whether via HOS,
WEX, Wildlife Watch or Next Generation Birders, parents and grandparents, for the young naturalists of today will become the conservationists of
tomorrow!
Jonathan Mycock
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Congratulations on the successful
relaunch of Bird Trail:

a celebration of volunteers, young people and wildlife.
Sunday, 25th September began with heavy rain during the night, followed by a grey start which turned into a gloriously sunny day for our
2016 Bird Trail at Blashford Lakes Nature Reserve. The early arrival's
successfully negotiated the start of phase 2 (cycling) of the New Forest
Triathlon and clicked in to support mode. “Delegate and trust” was Lord
Nelson's approach and that is precisely what happened.
From the very start of the arrival and registration process it was clear
that the eight groups of young people were positive, enthusiastic and
had been well prepared. After an introduction, welcome and launch the
Bird Trail began. With their allocated HOS guides and the HIWWT volunteers the groups started their day. The staggered start for the actual
trail was complemented by other activities relating to the bigger picture
of wildlife discovery. There were bird ringers – we will certainly relocate them next year as they were at Goosander Hide which was the
5th on the trail so there was a long wait before any groups could arrive –
pond dipping, river studies, birds of prey display, moth trap analysis,
owl pellet dissection and analysis and badge making. These 'bigger
picture' activities took place with a background activity of adding to the
species count. The emphasis was on fun whilst identifying species and
studying a wider range of wildlife-related topics.
We had young people
ranging from 4 years old
[there was one who was
10 weeks old] to 18 years
and this worked beautifully thanks to their own
leaders of each group
and the focus and determination of the young
people themselves. Behaviour was exemplary.
The groups came from
Hampshire and Dorset
with one of the young
'wildlifers' who was visiting relatives (one of
whom is a HOS Volunteer
guide) coming from
Devon.
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Our president, Chris Packham, joined the activities and worked with the
young people. He gave a keynote speech which was, of course, very well
received and then announced the winning groups. There were only three
species difference between the first three groups' counts. Winners were the
Copythorne Stanley's Own Beaver Colony with 56 verified species, second
place with 55 species went to Titchfield Haven Wildlife Explorer Group and in
third place, with 54, was Havant Wildlife Watch group – all very close. In addition to winning, the Beavers all gained the 'my outdoors challenge', 'hikes
away' and 'explore activity' badges.
We had some very positive verbal feedback from the parents and leaders at
the end of the day, all wanting to give thanks to their activity volunteer leaders and birding volunteers. They really appreciated the time and support with
the safety logistics. A particular thank you to all those helping with the safe
road crossing.
Dawn and Jim from HIWWT and I could
not have run the day without the help
and support from both HOS and
HIWWT volunteers and from our sponsors. Prizes were provided by HOS,
Hampshire Swifts, Nutbags (bird food)
and In Focus. The certificates and embroidered badge design was sponsored
by Christchurch Harbour Ornithological
Group (CHOG) and printing was sponsored by Pearsons of Romsey. Liberty's
Owl, Raptor and Reptile Centre provided the static birds of prey display which
enabled the young people to have close
contact with various birds from their
centre and SDNP who organised the
collection of wild owl pellets for dissection. Chris Packham signed all the certificates by hand so these and the badges were particularly well received. Ian
Julian, professional photographer, took photographs of the event and is donating his pictures. Thanks to everyone who made the day such a success.
The importance of volunteers cannot be overestimated. Bird Trail's base rock
is provided by all the volunteers not only from HOS and HIWWT but the
group leaders, those who brought the groups. Most importantly, the young
people themselves. They took a break from their usual activities for a sense
of adventure - not a digital device in sight. Bird trail was not a theme park,
but the real thing. Nothing was guaranteed but the results spoke for themselves.
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As Chris Packham said we were all winners.

Dr Patricia Brown
'As ever Birdtrail was a triumph - superb location, brilliant organisation, well attended, greatly enjoyed and hugely important in terms of engaging young people with wildlife. It
should be mandatory for every child in the UK to get involved
in events like this'.
Best,C (Chris Packham)

Credits for pictures below on Page 51
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Hampshire Highlights
July to September 2016

Amy Robjohns

JULY
Rarities were Black Stork at Minley (16th), White Stork at Boldre (6th),
Winchester (17th) and Locks Heath (21st). In addition, a Cattle Egret was
at Fishlake Meadows (23rd), and Great White Egret at Hook Links (2nd)
and Titchfield Haven (4th).
Interesting wildfowl include a Common Scoter at Blashford Lakes (1st-5th),
and a Light-bellied Brent Goose flying east past Hill Head (2nd). Migrating
waders included numerous Common and Green Sandpipers recorded at a
large number of sites. Other waders were Knot at Titchfield Haven (4th, 25
-28th) and 2 in the Lymington area (31st), Ruff at Titchfield Haven (4th,
13th), Curlew Sandpiper in the Lymington area (30th), Spotted Redshank
at Farlington Marshes (18th) Bar-tailed Godwit at Titchfield Haven (25th),
and a Golden Plover in the Lymington area (21st). Little Ringed Plovers
and Greenshank were also regularly recorded along the coastline, with
high counts of 28 Greenshank at Farlington Marshes (21st) and 14 Greenshank at Hill Head (20th). The Avocets remained at Titchfield Haven, with
a peak count of 59.
Migrating passerines were also evident, with highlights being Spotted Flycatchers at Romsey and the Wildgrounds, Gosport (31st), returning
Wheatear at several sites (31st), Yellow Wagtails at Farlington Marshes
(3rd) and Titchfield Haven, and Siskin at Blashford Lakes (5th). Added to
this, Lesser Whitethroat (29th), Garden Warblers (23rd, 31st) and Willow
Warblers were recorded at Titchfield Haven.
Terns and gulls of note were a Mediterranean Gull at Blashford Lakes
(17th), two Little Gulls at Titchfield Haven (11th), an Arctic Tern (28th),
Black Tern (31st), and Little Tern at Titchfield Haven/Hill Head, and Yellow
-legged Gulls at Hill Head and Hook-with-Warsash. Finally, it was fairly
quiet offshore with only Common Scoter and Gannets reported.
AUGUST
Rarities this month were an Aquatic Warbler trapped and ringed at Titchfield Haven (13th), 3 Bee-eaters flying south-east over Fareham (14th),
Barred Warbler at Sinah Common, Hayling Island (27th), a White Stork at
Baddesley Common (16th) and a Hoopoe on Whale Island (25th, 26th).
Great White Egrets were recorded at Fishlake Meadows (15th) and Testwood Lakes (25th-28th), while the first Wryneck turned up at Farlington
Marshes (23rd, 24th), and a Quail was at Ranvilles Lane (18th).
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Blashford Lakes had its first record of a Spoonbill on the deck (17th), while
the first Spotted Redshank for Testwood Lakes was found (22nd-28th).
Spotted Redshanks also at four other coastal sites this month. A Spoonbill
was at Titchfield Haven (5th, 6th). Other scarcer waders were Wood
Sandpipers at Keyhaven Marshes and Titchfield Haven, Curlew Sandpipers
and Little Stint at many sites.
Migrating terns included a maximum of two Roseate Terns at Titchfield
Haven and one at Keyhaven, Arctic Terns at a number of sites and 10 Black
Terns at Keyhaven (16th). The storm on 20th resulted in sightings of
Pomarine, Great and Arctic Skuas, Fulmar, Shag and Manx Shearwater. Two
more noteworthy seabirds were a Fulmar in Langstone Harbour (7th) and a
Long-tailed Skua at Weston Shore (11th).
Pied Flycatchers were recorded at five locations, while Grasshopper
Warblers, Spotted Flycatchers and Turtle Doves were noted at several sites.
Ospreys too, were recorded at multiple sites, while a Honey-buzzard (18th)
and Short-eared Owl (1st) and 3 Crossbill flew past Titchfield Haven. Finally,
a Garganey was at Titchfield Haven (19th).
SEPTEMBER
Best birds were three American waders – Semipalmated Sandpiper (10th,
11th) and Buff-breasted Sandpiper (15th) at Titchfield Haven, Semipalmated
Sandpiper at Winchester Sewage Farm (12th), followed by White-rumped
Sandpiper at Pennington (19th-24th). Added to this, a Black Stork flew northwest over Fareham (6th) and a Yellow-browed Warbler was at Swanmore
(25th). Wryneck were also a regular feature this month, with individuals
recorded at a number of locations, and a Grey Phalarope was at Blashford
Lakes (5th-7th).
Other migrating waders included Little Ringed Plover at Blashford Lakes
(20th, 26th), Knot, Spotted Redshank, Ruff, Greenshank, Curlew Sandpiper
and Little Stint; all present at various sites throughout the month. Noteworthy
counts were 42 Greenshank at Farlington Marshes (7th), 22 Curlew
Sandpipers and 13 Little Stint and 6 Spotted Redshank at Pennington.
Pied Flycatchers were present at Southampton Common (1st), Denny Wood
(10th), St Catherine’s Hill, Winchester (2nd) and Sinah Warren (11th). Lesser
Whitethroat, Spotted Flycatchers, Grasshopper Warblers and Garden
Warblers were among the migrating passerines recorded this month. Added
to this, a Hawfinch flew over Old Basing (20th), and a Black Redstart was
present at Southampton Common (1st). Meanwhile, Osprey have also been
present at numerous sites, Honey-buzzards migrated over Titchfield Haven/
Hill Head (4th), and Lepe Country Park (7th) and a Montagu’s Harrier over
Old Basing (14th).
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Other wintering birds also began to return with over 100 Pintail south-west though
the Solent (28th), 785 Wigeon in Langstone Harbour (22nd), a Red-throated Diver
offshore from Hill Head (16th-23rd), and Black-necked Grebes at Blashford Lakes
(24th) and Hayling Oyster Beds (20th). Also seen offshore were Arctic Skua from
Lymington area (8th) and Hill Head (21st), Common Scoter offshore from Hill Head
(21st). A Manx Shearwater was found grounded at Preston Candover,
Basingstoke (14th). Finally, Brent Geese returned, with 11 Light-bellied in
Langstone Harbour and 220 Dark-bellied in Chichester Harbour.

Credits for
pictures
above and
below on
Page 51
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Recent Reports
July-September 2015

Amy Robjohns

Around 193 species were seen during the period. This summary focuses on
larger counts, scarcer species and unexpected localities reported throughout the
period (capitals indicating less than annual occurrence). Most records are from
'Birdguides' and 'Goingbirding' websites: a much more complete picture will
eventually appear in the Hampshire Bird Report. Regular site summaries by
HOS members appear monthly in Birdwatching magazine and on the HOS website. Sightings refer to single birds unless otherwise stated. Inclusion in this list
does not indicate that sightings of rarities have been considered by the appropriate records committee.
Dark-bellied Brent Goose: Hook Links 19/7; Hayling Island W 24/7; Weston
Shore 29/7, 30/7; Chichester Harbour 220 18/9; Langstone Harbour 400 28/9
Light Bellied Brent Goose: Hill Head E 2/7; Langstone Harbour 10-12 10/922/9
Garganey: Titchfield Haven 19/8, 9/9; Testwood Lakes 27/8-31/8, 15/9;
Posbrook Floods 3/9; Blashford Lakes 28/9
Common Scoter: Blashford Lakes 1/7-5/7, 5/9; Hill Head 3 16/7, 17/7, 4 7/7,
11/7, 6E 18/7, 8 24/7, 1 30/8, 2 21/9; Stokes Bay 22/7; Sandy Point 2 20/8; Pennington 8 9/9; Calshot 16/9; Lee-on-the-Solent 2 18/9, 20/9; Hook Links 18/9
Quail: Ranvilles Lane 18/8
Red-throated Diver: Hill Head 16/9-23/9
Black-necked Grebe: Hayling Oyster Beds 20/9; Blashford Lakes 24/9, 25/9
Fulmar: Langstone Harbour 7/8; Milford Shelter 3 20/8; Sandy Point 3 20/8
Manx Shearwater: Sandy Point W 20/8; Preston Candover, Basingstoke
14/9
CATTLE EGRET: Fishlake Meadows 23/7
Great White Egret: Hook Links 2/7; Titchfield Haven 4/7; Fishlake Meadows
15/8-28/9; Testwood Lakes 25/8-17/9; Lepe 17/9
BLACK STORK: Minley 16/7; Fareham 6/9
WHITE STORK: Boldre 6/7; Winchester 18/7; Locks Heath 21/7; Baddesley
Spoonbill: Titchfield Haven 5/8, 6/8; Blashford Lakes 17/8; Pennington 7/922/9
Honey-buzzard: Titchfield Haven W 18/8, SW 4/9
Marsh Harrier: Hook Links S 9/7, W 16/8; Pennington Marsh S 12/7; Beaulieu Heath 17/7; Yew Tree Heath 9/8; Farlington Marshes 10/8, 16/8, 18/8; Lepe
18/8; Alresford Pond 10/9-24/9
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Osprey: Fishlake Meadows 12/7, 10/8, 16/8, 17/8, 21/8, 23/8, 24/8, 3/9-8/9;
Eling Great Marsh 6/8, 18/8, 20/8, 21/8; Lower Test Marsh 7/8, 13/8; Lepe
16/8, 19/8, 2/9, 7/9, 23/9; Milford 20/8, S 31/8; Langstone Harbour from 21/8;
Needs Ore 22/8; Fawley Refinery 22/8; Emsworth 24/8; Blashford Lakes 27/81/9, 8/9, 14/9; Wildgrounds 28/8; Portsmouth Harbour 29/8; Park Shore W 1/9;
Sinah Common SW 3/9; Lymington/Pennington 5/9, 9/9, 17/9, 2 18/9, 20/9,
28/9, 30/9; Hill Head/Titchfield Haven 6/9, 14/9, 20/9; Testwood Lakes 7/9;
Busta Triangle S 7/9; New Alresford 11/9; Woolmer Pond 11/9; Lee-on-theSolent 11/9; Curbridge 11/9; Avington 13/9; Hook-with-Warsash 13/9, 23/9;
Bransgore W 16/9; Beaulieu Estuary 17/9, 24/9; Chichester Harbour 17/9;
Portsmouth Harbour 18/9; Romsey 18/9; Gosport 24/9
Little Stint: Pennington 1-13 17/8, 2-7 28/8-27/9; Farlington Marshes 1-5
25/8-30/9 Titchfield Haven 1-6 26/8-1/9, 9/9-11/9, 13/9; Hook Links 27/8, 30/83/9; Badminton GP 29/8; Hill Head 30/8; Hurst Beach 31/8; Hayling Oyster
Beds 10/9; Alresford Pond 13/9
SEMIPALMATED SANDPIPER: Titchfield Haven 10/9, 11/9; Winchester SF
12/9
BUFF-BREASTED SANDPIPER: Titchfield Haven 15/9
WHITE-RUMPED SANDPIPER: Pennington/Normandy Marsh 19/9-20/9
Curlew Sandpiper: Pennington 30/7, 3-22 23/8-30/9; Lepe 2 23/8; Farlington
Marshes 2 24/8, 1 27/8, 1-5 28/8-30/9; Hook Links 26/8; Hythe 27/8; Titchfield
Haven 7 8/9, 1 9/9, 2 17/9-27/9
Ruff: Titchfield Haven 4/7, 13/7, 1-2 25/8-28/9; Pennington 1-3 13/8-25/9;
Farlington Marshes 3 19/8, 20/8,1-4 25/8-4/9; Alresford Pond 1-11 31/8-25/9
Spotted Redshank: Farlington Marshes 17/7, 7/8, 20/8, 2 24/8, 26/8; Hook
Links 6/8; Pennington 17/8, 30/8, 2 1/9; Testwood Lakes 22/8-26/8; Titchfield
Haven 28/8
Wood Sandpiper: Pennington 1-3 1/8-31/8; Titchfield Haven 4/8, 30/8;
Posbrook Floods 29/8; Farlington Marshes 31/8
Grey Phalarope: Blashford Lakes 5/9-7/9
Arctic Skua: Hill Head 17/8, 21/9; Stokes Bay 20/8, 2 21/8; Weston Sailing
Club 20/8; Milford Shelter 20/8; Keyhaven 8/9
Great Skua: Milford Shelter 20/8
Pomarine Skua: Milford Shelter 20/8
Kittiwake: Hythe Marine 19/8; Milford Shelter 20/8; Sandy Point 20/8
Little Gull: Hook Links 16/8; Weston Shore 24/8, 25/8
Mediterranean Gull: Titchfield Haven Canal Path 130+ 23/8; Hook 250+
20/8
Yellow-legged Gull: Hill Head 3/7, 2 7/7, 26/7, 29/7, 1-3 5/8-7/8, 10/8, 18/8,
22/8, 27/8, 30/8-21/9; Lower Test Marsh 2 4/7, 24/9; Hook Spit 8/8; Centurion
Business Park, Southampton 3-5 15/7-18/7, 2 27/7, 5 11/8; Redbridge 4 25/7,
6 1/8, 2 3/8, 3 4/8, 6 14/8; Quayside Road, Southampton 27/7; Southsea 30/7;
Fleet Pond 31/7, 1/8, 13/8, 23/8; Lee-on-the-Solent 9/8-8/9; Titchfield 13/8;
Testwood Lakes 2 16/8; Pennington 3 28/8, 1 29/8; Busta Triangle 2 31/8;
Alresford Pond 11/9; Eversley 10 29/9
Caspian Gull: Emsworth 26/9
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Black Tern: Titchfield Haven/Hill Head 31/7, 8/8, 9/8, 14/8, 16/8, 28/8;
Pennington 10 16/8; Tundry Pond 29/8-1/9; Blashford Lakes 4 31/8
Common Tern: Hill Head 616 17/8
Roseate Tern: Hill Head/Titchfield Haven 1-2 10/8-12/8, 14/8, 18/8;
Pennington 14/8; Hardway, Gosport 26/8
Arctic Tern: Southmoor 13/7; Hill Head W 28/7, 1/8, 2/8 13/8-18/8,
25/8, 27/8; Blashford Lakes 6/8; Hardway, Gosport 10/8, 3 12/8, 23/8,
27/8; Solent Breezes 1/9; Hook-with-Warsash 17/9, 20/9; Netley Castle 2
17/9; Weston Shore 17/9, 25/9, 29/9, 30/9; Fleet Pond 19/9
Little Tern: Hill Head 22 18/8
Turtle Dove: Martin Down 1-3 1/7-27/7; Bramshaw Golf Course 9/8;
Titchfield Haven W 9/8
Short-eared Owl: Hill Head 1/8
Swift: Southampton Old Cemetery 31/8; Titchfield Haven 10/9
BEE-EATER: Fareham 3SE 14/8
Wryneck: Farlington Marshes 23/8, 24/8, 30/8, 1/9, 9/9; Calshot 2/9; Old
Winchester Hill 4/9, 13/9; Gilkicker Point 5/9; Romsey 14/9; Lepe 17/9;
Oxey Marsh 19/9-25/9; Priddy’s Hard, Gosport 28/9
Sand Martin: Blashford Lakes 1000 21/8;
Swallow: Milford-on-Sea 10000 24/8
House Martin: Sherfield English 30/8
BARRED WARBLER: Sinah Common 27/8
Grasshopper Warbler: Titchfield Haven Canal Path 14/8, 29/8; Havant
Thicket 15/8; Keyhaven 29/8; Priddy’s Hard 29/8; Sinah Common 3/9; Old
Basing 6/9; Titchfield Haven 15/9, 28/9; Meon 26/9; Baddesley Common
26/9
AQUATIC WARBLER: Titchfield Haven 13/8
Yellow-browed Warbler: Swanmoor 25/9
Pied Flycatcher: Ranvilles Lane 16/8; Northney Paddocks 24/8, 25/8,
27/8; Titchfield Haven Canal Path 29/8; Trigpoint, Timsbury 2 30/8; Southampton Common 1/9; St Catherine’s Hill, Winchester 2/9; Denny Wood
10/9; Sinah Warren 11/9
Crossbill: Titchfield Haven Canal Path 3SE 16/8
PLEASE SEND RECORDS TO THE COUNTY RECORDER SO THAT
THEY CAN BE INCLUDED IN THE HOS DATABASE AND HAMPSHIRE
BIRD REPORT. SEND TO:
Keith Betton, 8 Dukes Close, Folly Hill, Farnham, GU9 0DR (Tel. 01252
724068) Email: keithbetton@hotmail.com
Records can be submitted as an email attachment using the Recording
Form available from the home page of the HOS website: http://
www.hos.org.uk/
Thank you, Amy Robjohns
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Credits on Page 51
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Membership
Subscriptions & Renewals
Please contact the Membership Secretary:

Kay Shillitoe, ‘Westerley’, Hundred Acres Road, Wickham,
PO17 6HY. Tel: 01329 833086 Email:
kay@shillitoe.freeserve.co.uk

All renewals and subscription enquiries should go to Kay Shillitoe at the
address above. Please encourage your friends to join—see the web site for
further details or contact Kay for an application form. Please include your
name, or names, and address in any correspondence and send cheques with
the appropriate subscription payable to HOS.

Current Subscription Rates:
Ordinary member : £12
Membership for household: £12
Junior members (under 18): £5
Application forms can also be downloaded from our web site:

www.hos.org.uk

Contacts

County
Recorder

Keith Betton 01252 724068
8 Dukes Close, Folly Hill
Farnham, GU9 0DR.
keithbetton@hotmail.com

Honorary
Secretary

John Shillitoe 01329 833086
‘Westerly’, Hundred Acres Road
Wickham, PO17 6HY.
john@shillitoe.freeserve.co.uk

Sales Officer Bryan Coates 023 8025 2960
8 Gardner Way, Chandler’s Ford,
Eastleigh, SO53 1JL.
sandyandbryan@tiscali.co.uk
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Kingfisher No. 153 Pictures
Front Cover Grey Heron Keyhaven 7.9.16 Gareth Rees
Page 2 Sedge Warbler Blashford Lakes 2.6.16 David Cuddon
Page 37 Top: Cetti’s Warbler Pennington 13.4.16 Andy Tew; Middle: Willow
Warbler Old Down, Basingstoke 28.4.16 Dave Levy; Bottom: Wren Blashford
30.4.16 John Wichall

Page 42 Upper: Oystercatcher Titchfield Haven 24.7.16 John Wichall; Lower:
Turnstone in summer plumage Pennington 15.8.16 John Wichall
Page 45 Upper: Honey Buzzard New Forest 16.7.16 Roger Wyatt; Lower:
Osprey Hook Links 13.9.16 Bob Marchant
Page 49 Top: Stonechat juvenile Stockbridge 7.8.16 Dave Levy; Middle:
Green Woodpecker juvenile New Milton 7.9.16 Linda Fuller; Bottom: Wrens Abbotstone Down 1.8.16 Hilary Cornford.
Back Page Red Kite Basingstoke 23.7.16 Dave Levy
Note: Any otherwise non-credited photographs are by the authors of the
respective articles

****************************************************
Please continue to send your articles and observations, by email or
letters, however short or lengthy to: photos@hos.org.uk
All pictures could subsequently be sent to the Hampshire Bird Report and for future HOS publications. We welcome and enjoy all of
your pictures and articles, even those we may not use immediately.
If possible, right click then ‘rename’ the jpeg file giving the species,
where and when and do not forget your name.
DO NOT FORGET OUR FORUM – ‘hoslist ‘- and our sightings programme – ‘goingbirding’.
See www.hos.org.uk for easy access to these.

DEADLINE FOR SPRING 2017 KINGFISHER
KINGFISHER 1st January 2017
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